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GRIZZLY CARTRIDGE CO. HAS YOU COVERED WITH THE VERSATILE .308 
 

The Potent .308 Gets a High-Performance Makeover with New Loads from  
Grizzly Cartridge Co. 

 
Rainier, Ore. – Developed in 1952, the .308 caliber quickly gained popularity for several reasons. Rifles chambered in the round 
proved to be extremely accurate and showed excellent accuracy at longer ranges. With this accuracy and range, the .308 also 
proved to be very easy on the shooter, with mild recoil. A wide range of bullet types available for the .308 has made it a spectacular 
hunting and competitive shooting caliber. Grizzly Cartridge Co. has taken the performance of the .308 to new levels and has you 
covered no matter what type of shooting you’re doing. 
 
The .308 has become the standard for short-action calibers. A wide range of .30-caliber bullets mated to the casing gives you so 
many options for velocity, down range accuracy and bullet performance on impact. Grizzly Cartridge Co. brings high-quality and 
precision-matched brass and precision primers for repeatable performance. Grizzly leads the way in powder formulation, too. Many 
shooters looking for ultimate performance handload their ammunition to get the perfect blend. Grizzly takes care of that by 
extensively testing powder blends until they achieve the ultimate combination. The most popular grain weight for a .308 bullet is 150, 
and Grizzly has developed an outstanding round based on their 150-grain BTSP bullet. Expect the ultimate in performance from your 
rifle with the Grizzly round pushing at 2,900fps. It makes for an exceptional deer and elk round. 
 
Grizzly also loads the 150-grain Scirocco II bullet, for the potent .308, pushing to 2,900fps. The Scirocco II has a ballistic-tip, boat-
tailed, bonded construction that is well known for weight retention at terminal velocity. Match either of these bullets to Grizzly 
Cartridge Company’s stellar blend of custom powders and you’ve got a consistent and accurate round for extreme range shots. Get 
some added thump from your rifle by going to the 165-grain A-Frame load with 2,900fps velocity. The A-frame has two separate lead 
sections separated by a copper layer within a copper jacket for legendary  weight retention on impact.  
 
Looking for more oomph? You can get it with the Grizzly Cartridge Co. 180-grain BTSP .308 round. There are many good reasons to 
go with a bigger bullet. It gives you more weight on impact and increased hydrostatic shock on expansion. With 2,600fps of velocity, 
this is an extremely potent round for deer, elk and other big game. 
 
The best reason to go with Grizzly Cartridge Co. ammunition is the simple fact that you get hand-loaded performance in a factory 
loaded rounds. When you are ready to enhance the performance of your .308, look to the bear. As you would expect, each round is 
carefully loaded in the USA and under the strictest guidelines. Available now, this ammunition is ready for your fall hunting 
adventures. 
 
About Grizzly Cartridge Co. 
In 2003 Grizzly Cartridge Company started with the idea from founder Mike Rintoul, that all engineering, manufacturing, marketing, 
quality assurance and service functions for every product would routinely undergo his personal inspection, maintaining the highest 
level of quality assurance and customer satisfaction. That same commitment goes into every product made and sold, including the 
Cast Performance bullets. The company is committed to providing shooters and hunters with innovative and quality products. The 
trained professionals offer you unparalleled support to ensure all of your adventures in the great outdoors will be enjoyable and 
successful. For more information visit www.grizzlycartridge.com. 
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